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MARKING THE
LAUNCH OF GLS
UNIVERSITY’S
BACHELOR OF
PERFORMING ARTS

LS
University
organized a huge
cultural event on 2nd
May, 2022 at Tagore hall. The
event was organized to launch
a new degree course
“BACHELOR
OF
PERFORMING ARTS” by
GLS University from the
academic year 2022-23.
The event coincided with
signing an MOU with
Mumbai based dance academy
“SHIAMAK
DAVAR
INSTITUTE
OF
PERFORMING ART” where
in Master Marzi, TV Dance
reality show judge and Chief
operating officer from SDIPA
was present to grace the event
and sign the MOU with GLS
University. The MOU was
signed by Shri Sudhir
Nanavati, President, GLS
University and Master Marzi
where in the dance modules
of SDIPA would be taught to
our students by their
choreographers and visit of
Shiamk Davar and Master
Marzi from time to time will
take place.
The
cultural
event
consisted of Dance, Music,
Folk and Fashion sequences
wherein around 200 students
participated in various events.
The highlight of the event was
provided by Master Marzi,
when he stepped on the stage
and danced with participants
sending huge roar of cheers
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FROM L – R – DR CHANDNI KAPADIA (EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, GLS
UNIVERSITY), MASTER MARZI PENTONJI (COO, SDIPA) DR SUDHIR
NANAVATI (PRESIDENT, GLS UNIVERSITY) AND DR AVANI SHAH
(DIRECTOR – GLSIC) AT THE LAUNCH OF GLS UNIVERSITY’S
BACHELOR OF PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMME

FROM L – R – MASTER MARZI PENTONJI AND DR SUDIR NANAVATI,
AFTER SIGNING THE MOU

among the audience. In the
official ceremony, Dr Sudhir
Nanavati,
Dr
Chandni
Kapadia, Dr Dharmesh Shah,
Dr Avani Shah and Master
Marzi unveiled the brochure
of Bachelor of Performing
Arts on stage for all and
officially launched the degree

course.
Various choreographers
and mentors of dance, music,
folk and fashion were
felicitated by Master Marzi.
Speaking to the media, Master
Marzi stressed on giving
platform to young kids in
performing art and said that

and creating new possibilities
for lifelong learning and
centrally involve critical and
interdisciplinary thinking.
Recently, the University
Grants Commission has
released
Academic
Collaboration between Indian

and Foreign Higher Education
Institutions to offer Joint
Degree, Dual Degree and
Twinning
Programmes
Regulations, 2022. Under
these regulations collaborating
institutes will be allowed to
offer
three
kinds
of
programmes — twinning,
joint degrees and dual degrees.
The key points of the new
regulations are as follows.
Firstly,
the
approved
amendments
include
a
provision for “dual degree
programmes” — both the
Indian and foreign institutions
will give separate and
simultaneous degrees for a

there is huge potential in
Gujarat and it was the right
time and step taken by GLS
University by starting this
bachelor degree course.
Dr Sudhir Nanavati
reiterated that as per new
education policy now dual
degree education is valid and
hence will help students to
enroll in performing arts
degree. He also motivated the
students to join performing
arts and make a career in
chosen field.
Dr Avani Shah, Director
GLSIC
thanked
the
participants and parents for
allowing
students
to
participate amidst covid and
examination time. She also
assured that performing art
will gain immense popularity
among students and will be a
sought after degree course in
coming times.
A crowd of around 800
consisting of dignitaries,
guests, parents and students
were enthralled by scintillating
performances one after another
and were awed by the
participants performing on
stage after a gap of 2 years due
to pandemic.
All in all it was a hugely
successful event conducted by
GLS University which brought
much-needed happiness and
entertainment to all present as
sparked hopes that normalcy
will return as in old times.

DUAL DEGREE PROGRAMS IN INDIA: UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITIES AT THE GLS UNIVERSITY

By Dr. Hastimal Sagara,
he National Education
Policy NEP 2020 states
that education more
experiential,
holistic,
integrated, inquiry pedagogy
must evolve to make driven,
discovery
centred,
discussion-- oriented, learner
based, flexible, and, of course,
enjoyable.
The
policy
envisions imaginative and
flexible curricular structures
to
enable
creative
combinations of disciplines
for study, that would offer
multiple entry and exit points,
thus, removing current
prevalent rigid boundaries

course of the same discipline,
and at the same level.
Secondly,
the
Indian
universities
that
meet
a
minimum
academic
standard will not need UGC’s
permission to offer such
programmes. Thirdly, students
enrolling
for
these
programmes will have to
go abroad to earn credits, but
they will not have to seek
admission separately while
doing so. In the draft
amendments, foreign partner
institutions were required to
be among the world’s top
1,000 in global rankings.
CONTINUED ON PAGE-3
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WHY COAL ENERGY IS ESSENTIAL FOR INDIA?

H

By Shyam Kakkad
ave you experienced
electricity black-outs
recently? Well, blame
it on coal. To some extent we
all are to take a blame for the
same. The reason is simple
and that is we have literally
failed to look at the gap
between reality and feasibility.
We have failed to understand
that coal is not a problem but
a solution.
The core reason why we
are facing electricity blackout
is not just shortage of coal, it
is because of scorching heat
that we haven’t seen since the
year 1901 in March as per
Indian
Metrological
Department (IMD). Electricity
blackouts are happening
because there’s shortage of
resources for coal mining, and
essentially transporting coal
and we are to take the blame
for this.
Let me tell you why, out
of total installed capacity of
3,99,497 Megawatt, coal
based power plants account
for 2,04,080 Megawatt, which
is around 51.1% of the total
installed capacity. This
doesn’t end here. As on 29th
April, when this piece was
being written, Coal’s share
was 74% from the total energy
produced on the same date.
This clearly shows our
dependency on coal based
thermal energy for meeting
the electricity needs of a vast
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with a viewpoint of keeping
the country’s needs of energy
and interests of all the
stakeholders in mind &
always confirming it with a
reality check or else we might
be headed for some difficult
challenges ahead.

What’s the way
forward?

country like India.

HOW DID WE GET HERE?

Coal India Limited,
World’s largest producer of
coal, who supplies 83% of
India’s coal demand has seen
its finances stretched because
of no collections from
electricity generators who
buy coal from Coal India Ltd.
The rakes for transporting
coal are insufficient in
number, and are used for
multiple purposes.
The international prices of
coal have broken all the
records and are trading at
unprecedented prices, which
makes all the coast based
thermal
power
plants
redundant as they become
uneconomical to operate.
There are lesser capital
expenditures happening in the
coal mining to electricity
generation, which has led to
supply constraints.
The demand for electricity
has gone out of the roof
because of the scorching and
hottest summer, at the start of
April.
The ongoing RussiaUkraine invasion has meant
that energy commodity prices
stay elevated, since Russia is
one of the largest exporter of
natural gas as well as crude
oil, mainly to European
nations.
What has really happened
is that in the pursuit of clean
energy, we have failed to look
at the cheap energy and we
must not forget that coal today
is still one of the cheapest
source to produce energy.
Coal generates almost 3/4th
of our energy and we must
keep this in our mind.
While Renewable Energy
(RE) is particularly important
for our country & for global

climate we must not go
overboard, without looking at
ground reality. That’s where
our failure lies. In the race of
becoming a clean energy
country, we have not made
adequate investments in coal
exploration, coal mining and
coal transportation, leave
aside the issues in the
Electricity
Distributing
Companies (Discoms) and
their dues to the power
generation companies. The
chain is fairly simple, when
the Discoms don’t pay for the
electricity that they have sold,
how will coal generating
companies pay for the coal?
In short, this is a deeper mess
than what it looks from the
ringside view.
Shifting to Renewable
Energy is no doubt a noble
cause, but more than that it is
of more importance of a
developed economy, who can
afford moving to clean energy
as they have surplus capital.
Whereas for a capital scarce
country like India, it can do
more harm than good if not
implemented in a wellthought and in a well-executed
manner. It is still a developing
economy’s fantasy to move to
clean energy.
We must also not forget
that renewable energy sources
are hardly available roundthe-clock. Wind energy needs
constant blows of wind,
whereas solar energy only
works when the sun is shining
on our head. On the contrary,
we have confirmed reserves
of coal which can last for
decades even if we extract
more coal in future years for
meeting our electricity needs.
We need coal and we need
energy produced from coal
for good. The rationale is
pretty simple, coal is still one

of the cheapest energy source
as mentioned earlier, which is
available round-the-clock.
And we need this energy for
India, especially as we
embrace and carve out our
path as a producer for the
world and a manufacturing
base of world other than
China. Clearly, it is evident
that coal is the only way
through which this can be
made
possible
as
manufacturers inevitably need
stable and constant supply of
electricity to power their
machines and functions.
Things must not go out of
our sight that coal is an
important source of livelihood
for people employed in the
entire coal energy supply
chain as well as an abundant
source of income to the
government in form of taxes,
royalties, cesses and dividend.
Even a simple yet powerful
commodity like coal provides
abundant revenue to our
National Transporter- Indian
Railways. Plus, it is also a
second-order employment
source for many other
industries
and
sectors.
Different types and grades of
coal is used in thermal energy,
metals and metallurgical firms
which produce metals for our
daily and industrial needs.
So does that mean that
India should just not pay any
heed to the climate challenges
and the need of Renewable
Energy? I suggest no. Yes, we
do need clean and green
energy and yes, we need it
right now to stop our country
from
preventing
more
damages to our economic
prospects emerging out of
climate change. The center of
my argument is that we should
look at the Renewable v/s
Non Renewable energy saga

Invest in Research &
Development for making coal
a cleaner energy producing
source.
Use of renewable energy
source for household areas in
a sustainable manner.
Encourage solar-rooftop
systems, especially in farflung areas where transmitting
electricity is costly.
Develop technologies &
systems that can make
renewable energy more stable
and maximize its utility.
Increase forest cover,
especially in Urban areas so
as to make it cooler, in a
scalable and realistic manner.
Develop clusters of
renewable energy, especially
solar energy and connecting it
with mainstay electricity grid
so as to send/receive surplus/
deficit electricity supply
respectively.
Invest in adequate capacity
or resource addition of
electricity generation, so as
no economic activity is lost or
suffers due to electricity
shortage.
Remove bottlenecks of
capital
expenditure
on
maintaining and adding
resource for coal exploration,
coal
mining,
coal
transportation and burning
coal, so as to avert any
electricity blackouts because
of shortage of coal.
Make Green Hydrogen the
fuel of the future, since
electric vehicles has its own
structural as well as
infrastructure limitations, and
in fact we have made progress
as three large industrial
houses in India has committed
capital to produce green
hydrogen.
Climate change is real and
so is its importance in a
country like India. However, I
must ask you the question
again. Have you faced
Electricity blackouts recently
& blame it on coal?
Data Source: National
Power Portal, POSOCO,
Central Electricity Authority
(The writer is an alumnus of
FBA-NRBBA, GLS
University and writes on
contemporary issues in
fields of Economics, Politics,
and Finance)
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hen students enrol
to study at a
university, it is
essential for them to know
what type of qualification or
degree they will be getting
upon their graduation. The
course a student chooses
determines the award he or
she graduates with. Now a
days, undergraduate degree
programmes are offered with
different awards, depending
upon the length of study as
well as the number of credits
students have received on
passing the entire course.
A Bachelor’s, or Honours,
degree is one of the most
popular type of undergraduate
degree. When you are
browsing at Bachelor’s degree
online you may come across
titles like Bachelor of

Business Administration –
BBA (Hons), Bachelor of
Commerce – BCom (Hons),
Bachelor of Law – LLB
(Hons) etc. The (Hons) title
stands for Honours. An
honours degree usually refers
to an advanced level of
scholastic achievement at an
undergraduate level. A full
time Bachelor’s degree is a
programme which may
normally take three years to
complete. An Honours
Bachelor’s degree is a degree
which normally takes four
years to complete, or a student
may complete the equivalent
credits within 3 years. Most
foreign Universities prefer an
honours degree for admission
to their graduate (Master’s)
program. In India this trend is
catching up but as of now an

undergraduate honours degree
is not a prerequisite but may
be given preference for
admission towards a good
master’s degree programme.
From the Academic Year
2022-2023, GLS University
will be offering BBA (Hons)
with options to specialize in
Finance or Entrepreneurship.
The
BBA
(Hons)
specialization in Finance is
being offered in collaboration
with
TCS
while
the
Entrepreneurship
specialization is being offered
in collaboration with the
Wadhwani
Foundation
(USA). In addition to the
‘Honours’ degree, students
will also be eligible to receive
additional certificates from
our collaboration partners.

“We must set an example now and move environmentalism
from being the philosophy of a passionate minority…to a
way of life that automatically integrates ecology into
governmental policy and normal living standards.”
-Leonardo DiCaprio
CONTINUED FROM PAGE-1

The
Dual
Degrees
program shall be a unique
one. For dual degrees,
students will have to complete
at least 30% of their course
credit at the foreign institution.
The degrees awarded by both
the Indian and foreign
institutions will indicate the
credits earned at the respective
institutions. At the end of the
course, the student will
be awarded two degrees,
separately and simultaneously,
by the Indian and foreign
institution.
Under
the
Twinning Arrangement, a
student can study a programme
partly in India and partly in a
foreign university, but the
diploma or degree will be
awarded just by the Indian

university. Students will have
to complete up to 30% of the
course’s credits at the foreign
institution by means of an
exchange programme.
We, at GLS are among the
first higher educational
institutions in India to offer
dual degree programs for the
benefit of the students. GLS
University already has long
formal
tie-ups
and
collaborations with globally
reputed universities in the
United States of America
(USA), Canada, Australia,
and the United Kingdom
(UK). Our students exchange
programs are going on for
more than half a decade. Our
dual degree programs range
from
commerce
to
management
to
other

academic branches. GLS
University
offers
both
undergraduate and post
graduate
programs
in
commerce,
business
administration, computers,
laws and many more. The
institutions operating under
the umbrella of GLS and GLS
University are ranked among
the top performers in their
respective
fields.
GLS
University has always been
the first choice among the
student community of the
state of not only Gujarat but
the entire Western India and
far flung states in the South
and Central India.
(The writer is a faculty at
Faculty of Commerce, GLS
University)
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E(NVIRONMENTAL) S(OCIAL)
G(OVERNANCE) INVESTING & REPORTING

By Karishma AnklesariaDalal
he demand for ESG
investing has been on
the rise across the world
in the last five years primarily
since investors are becoming
increasingly aware of the fact
that ESG issues, such as
climate change, gravely
impact future value of
investments. The societal
consequences of COVID-19
pandemic further accelerated
ESG investing. Worldwide
sustainable investments have
been growing swiftly and
have touched $35 trillion or
36% of the total assets under
management in 2020 .
Investors are progressively
employing
non-financial
metrics as part of their
financial analysis practice to
recognize material risks as
well as growth prospects . In
India, the last two years have
witnessed an explosion of
sustainable
investment
products, reflecting the
potential of this sector to the
Indian investors. The basic
belief of ESG-basedinvesting
isto identify, quantify and
profit from the intangible
value inherent in socially
responsible, environment
friendly firms with robust
governance policies . These
ESG factors characterize the
non-financial performance
metric of an organization and
are numerous and evershifting.
They include:
1. Environmental: Climate
change, greenhouse gas
emissions,
resource
depletionincluding water,
waste and pollution, and
deforestation.
2. Social:
Working
conditions
including
slavery and child labor,
local
and
indigenouscommunities,
conflict, health and safety,
employee relations and
diversity.
3. Governance: Executive

T

pay,
bribery
and
corruption,
political
lobbying
and
donations,board diversity,
and taxation stratagem.
Arecent SEBIcircular has
mandated the new Business
Responsibility
and
Sustainability Report (BRSR)
for companies. The purpose
of BRSR disclosures is to
enable investors to make
better and informed decisions
regarding their investments
and their ESG impact. From
the company’sperspective,
clear ESG reporting and
disclosures will facilitate
larger investments into
companies with higher ESG
metrics. BRSR is made
mandatory for from 1stApril
2022. It is applicable to the
top 1000 listed Indian firms
according to their market
capitalization.Some of the
key disclosures sought in the
BRSR are:
a. An overview of the
entity’s material ESG risks
and approach to mitigate
the risks.
b. Sustainability
related
goals and performance
against the same
c. Environmental disclosures
such as resource usage, air
pollutant
emissions,
greenhouse emissions,
waste
management
practices, biodiversity etc.
d. Social
disclosures
covering the workforce,
value chain, communities
and consumers .
Hence, ESG investing is
crucial for an emerging
economy like India as it
provides an opportunity to all
stakeholders to build an
economy that is financially
inclusive and measured by
parameters beyond financial
metrics.
(The writer is a faculty at
Faculty of Business
Administration, GLS
University)
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WHY B. TECH (COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING)?

ill Gates said “The
computer was born to
solve problems that
did not exist before.”
Computer Science and
Engineering is one of the
fastest growing fields of
today. The field of Computer
Science and Engineering is an
amalgamation of hardware
and software knowledge. This
combined knowledge is used
to solve real life problem
through innovations.
Today we live in the
digital age, as observed during
the Covid – 19 pandemic
various technologies strongly
influence today’s digital age.
The World came to terms with
the use of technology,
everyone from a toddler to the
aged had to use computers or
electronic gadgets.
A student of science
stream usually aspires to
become an Engineer. Suppose
you have completed a science
school and have an essential
desire to develop, experiment
and explore in the digital
world. In that case, B. Tech in
Computer
Science
&
Engineering
(B.
Tech
(CS&E)) is one of the most
popular courses of today. This

course will provide you with
all the skills and knowledge
you need to succeed in your
career in the information
technology industry.
A recent news article from
https://www.news18.com/
says that the demand for
skilled professionals with
knowledge of new IT
technologies is always high
and has mentioned that Tata
Consultancy Services and
Infosys comibened are going
to hire over 90,000 freshers
this Fiscal. As per Statista the
number of students choosing
Engineering in Computer
Science and Engineering was
higher compared to any other
streams.
Number of students
enrolled in engineering at an
undergraduate level across
India in 2020, by discipline
(in 1000s)
GLS University has been
a pioneer when it comes to
starting the technical course
that benefit the students of
society at large. It is imparting
UG and PG degrees in
computer science like BCA,
MCA, iMSC (IT), MSc (IT)
and PGDCA since 1999. To
cater to the needs of society

and IT sector of the country
GLS University is starting B.
Tech
(CS
&E)
with
specialization in the field of
Data Analytics,
Cyber
Security
and Artificial
Intelligence & Machine
Learning from academic year
2022.
B.Tech (CS&E) is not just
another four-year degree. It’s
a journey and an opportunity
to lead you to exciting
opportunities. The B.Tech
experience as mentioned by
students acroos globe has
been nothing short of
remarkable for them. The
students have had fun
exploring
new
things,

learning,
helping,
and
mentoring many people. Let’s
explore the essential features
of this B.Tech degree in
Computer
Science
&
Engineering.
B.Tech (CS&E), is a fouryear undergraduate academic
degree program in computer
science. As a computer
scientist, you would be
expected to apply your
knowledge in building apps
for smartphones, designing
robots
and
solving
computational puzzles. It is a
course intended for young and
curious minds to seek
proficiency in understanding
and analyzing various real-

4

time engineering issues and
proposing
computational
solutions using various
scientific techniques.
The curriculum comprises
a wide spectrum of concepts
namely
computer
programming, cryptography
& information security,
artificial intelligence and
machine
learning,
unstructured
databases,
embedded systems, Data
Analytics and many more.
B.Tech (CS & E)
comprises a total of 8
semesters summing to four
year duration. The first six
semesters focus on conceptual
and practical aspects of
engineering and computer
science. The last two
semesters focus on domain
specialization and working on
Industrial projects.
The practical based
curriculum and domain
specialization provides the
graduates a vast scope of
getting employed in private
IT sector as well as
Government sector.
Further details may be
found on www.glsuniversity.
ac.in or by sending an email
to btech@glsuniversity.ac.in.

EARTH DAY
22nd April is observed as Earth Day to demonstrate support
for environmental protection. It was first held on 22nd April
1970. It now included a wide range of events coordinated
globally by EarthDay.org. This month, GLS Voice took views
of some students and faculty members about what they have
observed are the changes in their environment.
As I am from South Gujarat, it is the place of mango.
This year due to fog, there is less than 10% of mango of
season.
Kishan Desai (Student, Sem VI, Faculty of Commerce)
Climate change is affecting the whole world. This is a
major issue and we should not take it lightly. Global warming
is increasing day by day. Heat waves, drought, forest fires,
melting glaciers, rising sea levels, pollution, burning of
fossil fuels etc. all are linked to climate change. People and
animals are dying because of global warming, health
diseases are increasing. On the other hand, increasing
infrastructure results in deforestation. Acid rain is also a
serious issue which is caused by climate change. This all
creates environmental imbalance and disturbs the cycle.
Manushi Pandya (Student. Sem II, Faculty of Commerce)

Growing up in Mumbai in the 80s, months of November
and December used to quite cold. Getting up early on Diwali
morning for the ritual bath used to difficult for us children.
This is no longer the case in the Mumbai of today. The
October heat is much more severe and lasts longer.
Dipalee Atre (Assistant Professor, Faculty of Business
Administration)
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WHY BBA.LL.B. (HONS.)?
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“Environmental protection is not a
burden but a source for innovation. It
can increase competition, create jobs,
and lift the economy.”
-Chai Jing

he integrated Bachelor
of
Business
Administration
and
Bachelor of Law degree
programme BBA LL.B is
introduced to meet the high
demand for a breed of young
people with the potential
understanding
of
law
combined
with
the
fundamental essentials of
management and business to
increase productivity. This
programme seeks to provide
students with comprehensive
information that will enable
them to not only survive but
also
flourish
in
the
increasingly
competitive
corporate and litigation
industries.
The BBALLB is a fiveyear degree that combines
business management with
legislative law education. The
curriculum is interdisciplinary
and covers a wide range of
topics such as
political
science,
business
management, legislature and
law, economics, and so on. It
opens doors to a variety of
professional paths, all of
which are in high demand on
the global market. Students
with a broad understanding of
each of these prominent areas

have a greater range of work
opportunities to consider.
This degree provides a variety
of talents that can be used in a
variety of fields, allowing for
more exploration. Candidates
have two possibilities after
obtaining this degree.
A BBA LLB is required
for those who want to
specialise in management as
well as business laws. It will
pave the way for a career in
corporate law, mergers and
acquisitions,
corporate
governance, finance, and
advertising, among many
other fields.
These specialists use their
commercial
and
legal
knowledge to assess potential
hazards to businesses and
develop strategies to ensure
compliance with our country’s
legal framework. They
guarantee that everyone
follows the policies, as well
as maintaining order for the
organization’s
seamless
operation.
Doing such a programme
is usually a win-win situation
for a student. The curriculum
allows you to use your
knowledge and talents in
either managerial disciplines
or the legal area, or both,

making you a much more
valuable
candidate
to
corporations and enterprises.
In fact, most employers prefer
people with this dual degree
to those with a standard LLB.
Second, the programme
enables you to maintain your
prospective job alternatives
until the finish, and to choose
your areas of specialisation in
either of the sectors in order
to further your career. Finally,
management education is
utmost important for ethical
leadership, winning clients
and closing significant deals,
and so on, is beneficial.
The course will open wide
options, to name a few:
Working as a Business
Development Manager
Law Associate at leading
law firms
General Counsel in legal
departments of companies
Para-Legal Assistant
Law reporter at Media
Houses
Human Resource Manager
with firms/companies
Finance
Manager/
Management Accountant
Academician
Personal
Corporate
Litigation

THE UNITED NATION’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
By Harshpreet Chhabda

goals

Founded in 1945, this
international organization
works solely toward the
betterment of the world.
Comprising a total number of
193 member states, the United
Nations remains one of the

The goal of the month May

United Nations

unique places where all the
nations discuss common
problems, figure out solutions
that benefit humanity, and are
in line with the global peace
that they want to achieve.

Sustainable
Development Goals

A total of 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
were formed and adopted by
all the member states in 2015
as the “2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development”.
These SDGs are an urgent call
by all developing and
developed nations in a global
partnership. Let’s have a look
at the popular 17 SDGs

formulated by the United
Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs.
Goal 1 - No poverty
Goal 2 - Zero hunger
Goal 3 - Good health and
well-being
Goal 4 - Quality education
Goal 5 - Gender equality
Goal 6 - Clean water and
sanitization
Goal 7 - Affordable and clean
energy
Goal 8 - Decent work and
economic growth
Goal 9 - Industry, innovation,
and infrastructure
Goal 10 - Reduced inequalities
Goal 11 - Sustainable cities
and communities
Goal 12 - Responsible
consumption and production
Goal 13 - Climate action
Goal 14 - Life below water
Goal 15 - Life on land
Goal 16 - Peace, justice, and
strong institutions
Goal 17 - Partnerships for the

As per the official UN
website, Goal 16 is the focus
of the month with regards to
considering the following
situations/points happening
globally.
The War in Ukraine
World Press Freedom Day
| 3-4 May 2022

Time of Remembrance
and Reconciliation for Those
Who Lost Their Lives during
the Second World War | 8-9
May
International Day of UN
Peacekeepers| 29 May
Global Crisis Response
Group on Food, Energy, and
Finance
Interview: Reject genocide
deniers and war criminals
Interview: Despite security
and political crises, UN expert
remains optimistic about Mali
Feature of African-born

advocate and refugee reflects
on being a Black woman in
the US

What is Goal 16?

Goal 16 stands for Peace,
Justice,
and
Strong
Institutions. The UN explains
this, “Goal 16 of the
Sustainable Development
Goals is dedicated to the
promotion of peaceful and
inclusive
societies
for
sustainable development, the
provision of access to justice
for all, and building effective,
accountable institutions at all
levels.”
12 targets specifying goals
and 23 indicators representing
metrics are defined for SDG
16 through which the world
keeps track of these targets.
Targets of goal 16 as
specified on the UN website
Target 16.1: Reduce
violence everywhere
Target 16.2: Protect
children
from
abuse,
exploitation, trafficking, and
violence
Target 16.3: Promote the
rule of law and ensure equal
access to justice
Target 16.4: Combat

organized crime and illicit
financial and arms flows
Target 16.5: Substantially
reduce corruption and bribery
Target 16.6: Develop
effective, accountable, and
transparent institutions
Target 16.7: Ensure
responsive, inclusive, and
representative
decisionmaking
Target 16.8: Strengthen
the participation in global
governance
Target 16.9: Provide
universal legal identity
Target 16.10: Ensure
public access to information
and protect fundamental
freedoms
Target 16.A: Strengthen
national institutions to prevent
violence and combat crime
and terrorism
Target 16.B: Promote and
enforce non-discriminatory
laws and policies
How well do you believe
we are faring so far as to the
achievement of these targets
and the overall goal for peace,
justice and strong institutions?
(The writer is a final year
student at FBA – NRBBA,
GLS University)
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MARKING THE LAUNCH OF GLS UNIVERSITY’S
BACHELOR OF PERFORMING ARTS

On May 2, 2022, GLS University launched its Bachelors in Performing Arts programme, in collaboration with the Shiamak Davar Institute of Performing Arts,
Mumbai. Here are a few glimpses from the dance and fashion extravaganza put up on the occasion…
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BÞw[÷ Vtz Mkne ni
P
AuÕ÷k çku ð»ko{kt ¼khík{kt ÷øk¼øk
[kh fhkuz Lkðk rz{ux ¾kíkkt Lkðk ¾wÕÞk.
yk ¾kíkkÄkhfku{kt {wÏÞíðu Þwðkðøko
MkkiÚke ðÄw Au. fkuhkuLkk ÃkAe þuhçkòh
su ðuøku ðæÞwt yLku ÷kufkuyu çkLkkÔÞk yu
òuE Þwðkðøko ykf»kkoÞku. yk Mk{Þ
IPO {kxu Ãký ½ýku MkwtËh hÌkku. Ãký ½ýk
hkufkýfkhkuyu íku{kt YrÃkÞk økw{kÔÞk Ãký
¾hk. yk ÃkrhÂMÚkrík Ãknu÷eðkh LkÚke.
Ëhuf íkuS{kt Lkðk hkufkýfkhku ykðu Au
yLku ÃkkuíkkLkk YrÃkÞk økw{kðu Au. fkhý fu
þuhçkòh {kxu ÔÞÂõík ÃkkMku Ãkqhíkku Mk{Þ
yLku Ãkqhíkwt Lkku÷us nkuðwt ¾qçk sYhe Au
Ãkhtíkw {kuxu¼køku yu òuðk{kt ykÔÞwt Au fu
suLke ÃkkMku Ãkqhíkku Mk{Þ Au yuLke ÃkkMku
Lkku÷us LkÚke yLku suLke ÃkkMku Lkku÷us Au
yuLke ÃkkMku Mk{Þ LkÚke.
ykðk rfMMkk{kt BÞw[÷ Vtz yuf
Mkkhku hMíkku Au. BÞw[÷ Vtz{kt Vtz {uLkush
MkwMktøkík yÇÞkMk fheLku hkufkýfkhkuLkk
ÃkiMkkLkwt hkufý fhíkkt nkuÞ Au. su{ ykÃkýu
{ktËk Ãkzeyu Aeyu íÞkhu zkufxhLke
Mk÷kn ÷ELku Ëðk ÷Eyu Aeyu fkhýfu
zkufxh hkuøkLke ÔÞðÂMÚkík Ëðk ykÃku Au
yLku íkuLke ykzyMkh ÚkkÞ Lkrn íkuLke
Ãký fk¤S hk¾u Au. yu{ Vtz {uLkush
Ãký su þuh ÷u Au yuLkk Lkuøkurxð ÃkkMkkLku
Ãký æÞkLk{kt hk¾u Au. ykÃkýu MkeÄk
þuhçkòh{kt rLkðuþ fheyu íkku ykÃkýe
¼q÷ fhðkLke þõÞíkk ¾qçk s ðÄe òÞ

Au. ßÞkhu Vtz {uLkush yLkw¼ðe nkuÞ
Au.
þuhçkòh{kt hkufý fheyu íkku ½ýk
þuh ¾qçk s {kU½k nkuðkÚke ÷E þfíkk
LkÚke. ßÞkhu BÞw[÷ Vtz{kt ík{u yu þuhkuLkk
{kE¢ku ÷uðu÷Lkk {kr÷f çkLke þfku Aku.
Ëk¾÷k íkhefu, MRF fu Page Industry
Lkk þuhLke ®f{ík yLkw¢{u 72000 yLku
45000 Lke ykMkÃkkMk Au. yk þuh
Mkk{kLÞ {kýMk {kxu ¾heËðk {w~fu÷
Au Ãkhtíkw yk çktLku ftÃkLkeyku ¾qçk MkkYt
hexLko ykÃke þfu yu{ Au. BÞw[÷ Vtz{kt
hkufkýfkh
500 Úke þYykík fhe þfu Au.
yk
WÃkhktík
hkufkýLkwt
zkEðMkeorVfuþLk Úkðwt ¾qçk sYhe Au.
BÞw[÷ Vtz{kt rðrðÄ Mkuõxh{kt þuhkuLke
çkkMfux nkuÞ Au. suÚke hkufkýfkhkuLku
Ëhuf Mkufxh{kt hkufkýLkku VkÞËku {¤u Au.
{kLkðøkík Mð¼kðLku fux÷e ðkh ¾kuxe
yVðk fu Mk÷kn{kt ykðeLku þuh ¾heËe
fu ðu[e Ëuíkk nkuÞ Au. Ãkhtíkw Vtz {uLkush
ÃkkMku íkuLke Mkk[e {krníke nkuÞ Au. Vtz
{uLkush ÃkkMku ykÃkýk suðk ½ýk ÷kufkuLkk
ÃkiMkk nkuÞ Au. ykÚke yyk¤½ Lkwt íkuLkk
MkeÄwt rLkÞtºký nkuÞ Au. ykÚke yne ¾kuxwt
ÚkðkLke Mkt¼kðLkk Lkrnðík Au.
ytíku yux÷wt s fnuðkLkwt fu, BÞw[÷
Vtz Mkne ni

M

Modern Warfare led by
technology is still to find a big
acceptance. Conventional
wars still dominate the
destruction of a country. If a
Tech-war can bring down the
morale of the people,
traditional wars can hunt and
destruct the soul of a person.
1+1 =2 is not always the
same. While it can double
your might, it can double the
complications too. This applies
here in the sense that while
European Nations and America
came together, it resulted in
too much confusion and lack
of a calibrated response which
was what Russia expected.
European Nations were
caught in a rock and hard
place. They were dependent
on Russia for essential energy
sources like Natural Gas as
well as Crude Oil. Dependency
Kills, especially for the
commodities that are essential
for running a country. When
Russia attacked Ukraine, the
international prices of crude
oil and natural gas went off the

WHY BACHELOR OF
PERFORMING ARTS ?

erforming Arts is an
expression of creative
art where in an artist get
to explore the passion of his/
her art on a huge canvas.
Although academics are the
basic requirement of any field
of education, performing art
has now gained enough
mileage and importance
socially and financially that it
can be included as a regular
degree course.
The
traditional
understanding of education
has changed to the core and
now parents have accepted
and adopted this new change
and in fact motivate and
support their children to make
a career in chosen field of art
from a very young age.
Digital platforms are a
boon for performing artists as
they have reduced the
struggling period of artists
and
have
also
made
performing career very
lucrative
financially.
Television reality shows and
various
other
digital
competitions give instant
fame to an artist which was
never thought of few years
back.
The world has shrunk to

minimal due to digital
exposure and an artist can
cater to world audience
easily. We all have to accept
that performing art as an
alternative career is equal to
a career in academics, in fact
in certain fields more stable
and lucrative. Bachelor of
Performing Arts also helps
in personality development
and enhances confidence in
an artist to perform and
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single handedly build a
career.
A career in performing
art is a right choice in this
highly competitive world as
well as it will help the artist
to have an edge over others
specially those achieving
regular graduation degrees.
It is also a highly rewarding
financially which will help
in building a successful
career in the chosen field.

LESSONS FROM THE RUSSIA-UKRAINE WAR

By Shyam Kakkad
ay 24, 2022 will be
three months since
the Russia launched
the so called Special Military
Operation its neighbor nation
and once a part of undivided
Russian Federation. I present
before you the lessons that
seem evident from this war, in
a short and concise way.
Commodities are the king
of the market. They can make
or break nations as they did in
the past. Crude Oil and Natural
Gas, are the secret weapons
which helped Russia stay
resilient to the economic
sanctions put up by the western
world.
Economic Sanctions have
their own limitations and don’t
work every time. You need to
look at the underlying
conditions, or else you might
be digging your own grave.
The economic sanctions put
up by European nations and
US, almost went unscathed
and didn’t impacted Russia, as
they intended to do so.

roofs, and hence aggravated
the already inflationary
scenarios happening in US,
UK and other nations around
the world.
This one’s a bit tricky.
Statistical Probability is still a
probability & not a certain
event. The world, assumed
that Russia won’t invade
Ukraine, and may stay put
because of strong verbal
influence of NATO+ US, but it
was their wishful thinking.
The whole world was caught
in awe when Russia invaded
Ukraine, because they never
paid any heed that no matter

how
an
event
looks
improbable, it can still happen.
Western Leadership, which
pretends to teach the world
how to operate and administer
a country is deeply flawed.
Even till date, it is more talking
and less doing. While they
have provided economic
funding and weapons to
Ukraine, they have not
indulged themselves as a
concerned party in this Warlike situation. This clearly
shows their helplessness and
inability to act together.
Institutions need to walk
the talk & so do other nations.

In one sense, NATO has failed
& that too miserably. Even the
United Nations, popularly
known as UN, has failed to
effectively intervene into this
matter and make efforts to stop
the so-called special military
operation. They have no
firepower left to counter what
they thought was a yesteryear
superpower. They are more of
a paper tiger, than a fierce ally
of nations coming together to
fight Russia.
Diplomatic and Economic
Relations Matter. Engaging in
a diplomatic dialogue has its
own merits and demerits.
Almost everything can be
solved diplomatically by
engaging in a clear dialogue
and keeping things as it is.
India made its mark as a party
that was neutral and nonaligned. Even the Crude Oil
purchases from Russia failed
to tarnish India’s International
reputation, because they were
themselves the culprit.
The world order is going to
CONTINUED ON PAGE-9
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EVENTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

ACHIEVEMENT – FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT – FACULTY OF COMMERCE

CAMPUS TO CORPORATE – SEASON 6: TRANSITIONING
FROM BEING STUDENTS TO INTERNS

A

s a part of their
academic
pursuit,
students at Faculty of
Management are required to
undertake an Internship of 6
-8 weeks with Corporates. To
ensure that this transition
from being a student on
campus to being an intern in a
corporate is smooth, FOM
had organized a unique skill
development program titled
“Campus to Corporate season
- 6” for their management
students.
The trainer, Mr. Nilesh
Bhagat - Founder, and CEO,
Trusst24, has more than 25
years of rich corporate career
in various domains like viz.
Sales, Marketing, Customer
Service, Technology, Business
Strategy and Operations with
reputed MNCs.
It was a well-structured
and meticulously designed

workshop discussing on
various areas like the purpose
of SIP for students, choosing
the right Summer Internship,
how to prepare oneself before
the SIP begins and Do’s and
Don’ts during the Internship
with organizations.
Also considering the life
coming back to normalcy as
before COVID-19, there was
a discussion about the future
industry
scenario
and
employment opportunities

that will be coming up for this
new batch. Students found the
session to be extremely
interactive, interesting and
helpful
for
preparing
themselves for the new
corporate challenges.
More than 250 students
enthusiastically attended this
workshop and learnt the
various aspects on the journey
of internship that they are
about to embark upon.

by. Following the trend of
shining at State and National
level competitions, they
outperformed
their
counterparts at various such

events. Here’s a glimpse of
their achievements.
Faculty of Management
congratulates the winners for
their achievement.

S

tudents of Faculty of
Commerce performed a
skit
on
Women
Empowerment and won the
1st prize in Rangmanch, a
Theatre Event as a part of
‘Elysian 4.0’- The Annual
Cultural & Literary Fest of
Institute of Commerce, Nirma
University.

T

risha Shah, a student of
Faculty of Commerce
won the 1st prize in
E-Creators: The Digital Poster
Making Competition under
Felicia- The Fine Arts Event
as a part of Elysian 4.0 - The
Annual Cultural & Literary
Fest of Institute of Commerce,
Nirma University.

FOM CONGRATULATES THEIR WINNERS

T

he roots of true
achievements lie in the
will to become the Best.
That’s the dictum students of
Faculty of Management live
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Organization

Event Name

Venue

World Championship

Kudo

Japan

Competition
Name
Representing India

National Level
Competition of Skit
(WILPF)

GLS - IC

Ahmedabad

Skit

Pixie & Pexels

Book publication Flying thoughts

Atmiya Institute of
business management

Adwitiya

Rajkot

S. K. Patel Institute

Siraaj

Gandhinagar

National Championship

Kudo

Solan (HP)

GLSIC Faculty of
commerce

National level inter
collegiate
competition of art,
music and movie

Ahmedabad

J.P. shah Institute of
management

Image 2021

Ahmedabad

Jaipuria Institute of
management

Stock National
level competition

Faridabad Tennis Academy Tennis Tournament

Jaipur

Faridabad

Mock Stock
Mock Stock
Quiz
Treasure Hunt

Hatch Your Idea
Selected in
National
Poster making
Poster making
Painting
Painting
Music solo
JAM

Winners Name

Position

Mohammad Kaif
Bhagyeshri
Agrawal
Mahek Shah
Monishka
Asudaney
Smit Padalia
Rahul Bafna
Jainam Shah
Rhea Trivedi

Special

Jay dubey
Shashwat Shah
Shubham Leuva
Raj Pandya
Hiren Prajapati
Sanskruti Patel
Rucha Chikani
Prince Sarvariya
Mohammad Kaif

1st
3rd
Consolation

Nikita Pandey
Vishwa Devkule
Priyal Gajjar
Akshita Mishra
Hetvi Joshi
Khushi Dave
Yash barot
Kalp Jain
Financially forward
Mayank Kushwah
Jay Dubey
Burhanuddin
Zanzaribarwala
Hussain Parawala
Stock market
Nisarg Thakkar
Shashwat Shah
Tennis
Mohammad Kaif

3rd

1st

1st
2nd
National
1st
3rd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st

1st
2nd
1st

CONTINUED FROM PAGE-8

witness some turbulence,
especially
in
western
leadership. Political will
matters and Political capital
matters.
Never underestimate your
enemy. They can surprise you
with their moves, and you will
be left with nothing other than
being a witness to the
destruction that is happening.
Financial Markets are in a
loose spot. They are
discounting information too
quickly and that too in a very
harsh manner. Financial
Markets are behaving in an
obscure manner & are leaning
towards extreme end of the
spectrums, marking a sign of
irrational and inefficient
markets.
Covid-19 showed us the
hidden fractures in the world’s
supply
chain
and
its
dependency on various nations
even for basic necessities like
food grains & edible oil. This
special and a rare event just
made us aware that these
cracks can widen and pose as a
bigger threat to the global
world.
We were made to assume
that geo-political risks are
almost zero or can be ignored
without paying much attention
to the same. While not always
true, Geopolitics is an
important issue for everyone,

from policy makers, business
enterprises to Central Bankers.
Geo-politics is something
which can never be assumed
to go down to zero, and I
personally expect this to be a
driving force in future while
doing anything which has a
span beyond our own country.
The fruits of Globalization
might reverse or can be seen
reversing. While Covid-19
triggered the wave of
nationalization, this might
actually accelerate that
movement and that too at a
rapid pace.
This
might
sound
irrational, but the media has
put up things in such a way
that Vladimir Putin looks like
the only culprit. We might
need to rethink and introspect
if that is true or there are some
vested interests working
behind the curtains. In short:
The West is no saint.
The world is not going to
be same after this special
event. While it may not be
completely and entirely
visible, the future will serve as
a better reflector of what lies
ahead for us.
(The writer is an alumnus of
FBA-NRBBA, GLS
University and writes on
contemporary issues in fields
of Economics, Politics, and
Finance)
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By Dr Nitin Pillai
he turf war between
‘South Indian’ movies
and ‘Hindi’ movies, for
a better lack of terminology,
has found new wind due to
controversial
statements
mixing with box office
successes. Close at the heels
of money makers such as
KGF 2 and RRR came
statements from veteran
actors about the language of
cinema, which furthered the
divide between the two
sections. This cataclysm was
fuelled by another doyen’s
observation of how Indian
Cinema and South Indian
Cinema were being addressed
separately at an award
function, increasing the
chasm between the two.
Polemical statements have
been flying off-shelf with
every social media expert
clamouring for their two
minutes of fame by debating
about whether ‘South Indian’
cinema is taking over ‘Hindi’
Cinema. However, we simply
ask this of the readers, why
isn’t it just Cinema, created
and consumed in India?
It is evident that in the last
few years movies crafted in
the south part of India have
slowly found more viewers
across India. Tamil, Telugu,
Kannada and Malayalam
language movies have found
its way onto movie goers
watch list partly due to the
deep penetration of OTT
platform induced by the
lockdown and partly because
of the novelty it presented.
Most of the turf war is
pedantic, as it only talks about
the box office monsters that
rake in more money such as
RRR, Pushpa and KGF 2.

INDIAN CINEMA

This needs to be questioned,
as we are trivializing cinema
by relating it with economic
gain only. Yes, a movie has to
make money, it has to find its
audience! But a 100 Crore
price tag is not the only
success a movie can stake to
its claim. There are other
aspects which make cinema
great, and its viewers happy.
Audiences today are
craving for more content,
better content. Public ko Paisa
Wasool
Hona
Mangta!
Somehow movies from the
Southern Part of India are
able to do this quite effectively.
On one hand we have the
larger than life movies that do
not necessarily fit into the
scheme of logic or physics
such as the path-breaker
Bahubali I and II, RRR and
the most recent KGF 2 while
on the other hand there are
beautifully crafted movies
that perniciously convert you

from a fan to a fanatic. If we
are to break down the success
it is largely due to exceptional
plot, unprecedented VFX and
remarkable music. Although
these movies are plagued with
hypermasculinity where the
machismo is amplified
beyond acceptance. Even if
we take away the use of VFX
and forced hypermasculinity
we will still find movies that
leave a mark, without being
loud or bombastic. That is the
success of movies from the
southern states.
Mari Selaraj’s Karnan
(2021),
Vertimaaran’s
Visaaranai (2015) and R.
Parthiban’s Oththa Seruppu
Size 7 (2019), all in Tamil,
are classics available on OTT
platforms which move beyond
the realm over the top VFX
and loudness that viewers
seem to associate with movies
from Southern India. These
three movies are experimental,

with a cane until he gives up
his breath. Contrary to a
logical behaviour of cutting
contacts with the criminal,
Henry Jekyll has always been
found legally and financially
supporting Mr Hyde. The
story maps your mental
journey
through
an

electrifying tale of the lawyer
who sets out to decode the
truth behind such outlandish
events. This thriller and gothic
fiction keeps an individual
glued with a new climax in
every chapter and a trail of
several thoughts of predictions
of what the further story could
be.
There are two strong
reasons for recommending
this book; one, it drastically
enhances one’s vocabulary.
Secondly, it develops a
perspective on a whole new
level about the dual
personality and dissociative
identity disorder and how it
mentally affects a person.
(The reviewer is a student of
Faculty of Commerce, GLS
University)

BOOK REVIEW
By Mariah Akhunji
Name of the book: The
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde
Name of the author:
Robert Louis Stevenson
R.L. Stevenson is a
Scottish novelist, poet, and
traveller who is well known
for his work “Treasure
Island”.
The Strange Case of Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a
classic novel about a Lawyer
John Utterson investigating
the
absurd
connection
between his friend Dr Henry
Jekyll and Mr Edward Hyde.
Hyde
was
witnessed
performing some evil and
malevolent hostile acts in
public like walking all over a
child’s body or beating a man

dark and grounded enough
but they gnaw at your
conscience
persistently.
Movies made in Telugu such
as Nag Ashwin’s Mahanati
(2018),
Sukumar ’s
Rangasthalam 1985 (2018)
and
Raj
Rachakonda’s
Mallesham (2019) are worth
watching because they do not
necessarily follow the mould
of “South Indian Cinema”
(term used in sarcasm only!)
as is shoved down by media.
If you move over to the right
then you will find some
classic slow burners such as
Jacob Verghese’s Chambal
(2019), Raj B. Shetty’s Ondu
Motteya Kathe (2017) and the
gruesome Garuda Gamana
Vrishabha Vahana (2021)
from the same director.
Movies made in Kerala design
something for every audience.
Lijo Jose Pellissery’s Ee.Ma.
Yu (2018), Churuli (2021)
and Jallikattu (2019) will
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break down human existence
into a small uncomfortable
fragments which you may
find unacceptable while
Sachy’s
Ayyapannum
Koshiyum (2020) will drive
the point of revenge home.
Jeethu Joseph’s Drishyam I
and II, in its original form,
makes a strong argument
about what a normal middle
class family would do to
protect their honor whereas
Dileesh Pothan’s Joji (2021)
and Maheshinte Prathikaaram
(2016) talks about the raw
realities of life.
Please do not consider this
as an exhaustive list. These
are movies that are currently
available on one or the other
OTT platform and were
released in the last 2-3 years.
This deliberate attempt is to
only make the readers aware
about a different set of movies
that can be consumed. None
of these movies are culture
specific, they do not need a
deep understanding of the
local flavour for you to know
what is happening. They do
not call upon the audience’s
knowledge of geography or
cultural nuances for it to make
sense. These are all human
stories to speak to one another.
These are stories from India
about Indians, just that these
Indians speak a different
language, other than Hindi
(probably). These are not
examples of South Indian
Cinema or Non Hindi Cinema.
These are simply some
examples
from
Indian
Cinema.
(The writer is faculty in
English and Communication
at Faculty of Business
Administration)
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TRAVEL DIARIES OF UTTARAKHAND

U

By Dr Bimal Solanki
ttarakhand the land of
Gods and Devbhoomi
is indeed a place to
visit once in a lifetime.
Basically famous for the
Char Dham Yatra of
Badrinath, Kedarnath ,
Gangotri and Yamnotri, this
place has a lot more to offer
than just Holiness.
Set amidst the snow clad
Himalyan
Range,
the
mountain state is a perfect
place to go solo , go on a trek,
go on a honeymoon , go on a
pilgrimage or simply go in the
wilderness.
I was actually planning
this trip since 2018 and then
in 2019 COVID19 hit the
planet hard and all the plans
got shattered. But then came
the Summer of 2022 and a
small window opened. Of
course I grabbed the
opportunity with both hands.
We landed at Jolly Grant
Airport in Dehradun and
headed straight to Joshimath.
Joshimath is a small hilly
town and as we were driving
up the mountains the
temperatures started to dip.
We had seen the weather
forecast and it said 16 to
18-degree pleasant climate.
But on the very first day it
horribly went wrong. It started
to rain dropping to 2 degrees
and we were stranded without
any proper woolens. Next day
we were forced to purchase a
new stock of sweaters
mufflers and woolen caps.
After the basic shopping we
headed to Auli; the skiing
capital of India.
Auli is a small place with
very basic amenities but full
of natural beauty. From
Joshimath we can either drive
to Auli which is 16 kms or can
use the ropeway which takes
us right to the top.
The Ropeway ride to Auli
shoud be ‘A Must’ on every
explorer’s bucket list. It is the
longest ropeway in Asia built
by an Austrian company.
Over the next few days we
explored the local villages
and some amazing local food.
The best part in Joshimath
was plucking peaches, plums,
apricots and apples from
trees.
From Auli and Joshimath
we headed to Chopta valley
and very rightly it is called the
Switzerland of Uttarakhand .
From the Chopta valley we
can see the Kedarnath
mountains absolutely covered
with thick snow even if rest of
India is baking in 47-degree

heat. The temperatures at the
campsite in Chopta valley
were below the freezing point
and I need to confess that I
wasn’t brave enough to take a
bath in such freezing
conditions for not one but two
days. At Chopta valley there
are some amazing treks and

once getting acquainted with
the weather we went on the
Tungnath Chandrashila trek
up the mountains. Tungnath is
the highest Shiva Temple in
the world and I need to make
a mention that while on the
track at Tungnath there was a
snowfall and we enjoyed

every bit of the chilling
weather. From Tungnath
about 1 km ahead is a serene
Chandrashila lake. Here I
would like to make a mention
that if anyone reading this is
going to Kedarnath don’t
forget to make a night stay at
Chopta Valley just for ots
sheer serenity and great
weather.
After the Chopta Valley
adventures and tracks we
started our journey downhill
towards Rishikesh. Rishikesh
is a beautiful and Holy City
famous for its Laxman Jhula
set on the banks of the holy
Ganges. The to-do thing in
Rishikesh is white water river
rafting amidst the foamy

Rapids of the Ganges. We
went for a 16 km long ride
from Byasi to Shivpuri. River
rafting and Kayaking are
getting famous in India as an
adventure sport and we
enjoyed every up and down
and the plunge into the ice
cold waters of the Ganges.
Like every dream gets
over and we get to face the
harsh reality …………. In the
same manner the dream like
holidays got over as soon as
we stepped out of the
Ahmedabad airport and got
the feel of Amdavadi heat.
(The writer is a faculty at
Faculty of Commerce, GLS
University)
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COMBATING CLIMATE CHANGE

Compiled by Dipalee Atre
y now we have
accepted that climate
change
is
real.
Scientists are tracking sea
levels, ice expanses, global
temperatures
to
help
understand the exact nature of
this change. Unseasonal rains,
hailstorms, rising sea levels,
melting polar ice caps, severe
floods
and
droughts,
increasing tornados all bear
testimony to the damage
caused to our environment by
climate change. Small nations,
island nations and poor
nations are already facing the
repercussions. To preserve a
livable climate for the future
generations, we need to
understand the major human
actions causing climate
change and take steps to
combat it. While the UN and
Governments work at their
level, we in our individual
capacities can also make a
difference by making changes
in our lifestyles.

Energy and transport are
key. A significant percentage
of our heat and electricity are
still generated using coal, oil
and gas; all fossil fuels.
Airplanes and cars as modes
of transport also heavily
depend on fossil fuels. This
heavy consumption of fossil

fuels for energy and transport
purposes globally contributes
heavily to air and carbon
pollution.
Food also matters. The
production,
processing,
transport, consumption and
disposal of food all contribute
to greenhouse gas emissions,

which along with burning of
fossil fuels for energy and
transport are depleting the
ozone layer and driving up
temperatures all over the
world.
We can all adopt a more
sustainable lifestyle and build
a better world for everyone.
Here is where everyone of
us can make a difference, as
recommended by the UN:
Reduce the residential and
commercial consumption
of electricity. Increasing
the thermostat setting
from
24-degrees
centigrade to 28-degrees
centigrade during the
summer season can
significantly
reduce
annual usage of cooling
energy.
Unplug electronics and other
devices, when not in use.
Use LED spotlights or CFL
bulbs – they are more
energy efficient.
Use of good quality windows/
using window glazing
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options can vastly reduce
the loss of home/office
heat or cooling.
Switch over to renewable
energy sources which also
means less pollution.
Installing solar panels is a
fantastic way to reduce
electricity bills.
Consume locally grown fruits
and vegetables and use
local materials to meet our
requirements.
Choose eco-friendly products.
Switch to green vehicles that
are zero-emissions. Better
still, walk, bike or use
public transport system.
Reduce, reuse, repair and
recycle.
Let us do our bit and, in
the words of Carl Sagan
“Preserve and cherish the pale
blue dot, the only home we’ve
ever known”.
(The compiler is faculty in
Management at Faculty of
Business Administration,
GLS University)

(Source: https://www.un.org/en/and https://warmheartworldwide.org/climate-change/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw1ZeUBhDyARIsAOzAqQJ5yK-TwZzBSGr_
I3BYJXDNi4fTtaqe7Ag41kuPut-CbjD8KtjaCNIaAo9XEALw_wcB accessed on May 19, 2022)
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